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GSITI conducted 14th Orientation Course for Chemists & 4th 

Orientation Course for Asst. chemists from 04/09/2019 to 

03/01/2019. The training was imparted through 8 different training 

modules consisting of Foundation, Geology, Wet Chemical-Direct 

Mercury Analyser –Ion Selective Electrode, Atomic Absorption 

Spectroscopy (AAS), X-Ray Fluorescence spectrometry (XRF), 

Marine Geochemistry& water, Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass 

Spectrometry (ICPMS) and Quality Assurance Quality Control 

(QAQC). The duration of these modules varied from one week to 

maximum 3 weeks. The training was imparted at various training 

centers of GSI. The Geology-Theory, Foundation, QAQC 

(concluding modules) were conducted at GSITI, Hyderabad, Wet 

Chemical, Marine & Water modules were conducted at M & CSD 

Visakhapatnam, AAS, ICPMS and XRF were conducted at SR, 

Hyderabad. Overall, about 200 training sessions were delivered during the entire duration of 

OCC& OCAC. 

These state of the art instruments cater to the need of geochemical analysis for about 60 elements 

in various range of concentrations. XRF instrument has a wide range from parts per million to 

percentage covering major and minor oxides (% level) and trace elements (in ppm level). The 

ICPMS is a much sensitive instrument that can detect Rare Earth elements and Platinum group 

elements apart from trace elements in ppm and ppt level. The AAS is the basic equipment for 

analysis of Gold, silver and base metals. Besides, training was also imparted on wet classical 

methods of analysis for coal and Ore samples. Lectures and demonstrations were also focused 



 

on in situ and in vivo studies in marine geochemistry for the collection and analysis of marine 

sediments and sea water. 

The trainees expressed confidence over carrying out the tasks independently in the chemical 

laboratory and thanked GSITI for having provided such a congenial atmosphere for learning. 

 

  
 

 


